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Abstract

Recent deep neural networks have achieved promising results on Visual Question
Answering (VQA) tasks. However, many works have shown that a high accuracy does
not always guarantee that the VQA system correctly understands the contents of images
and questions, which are what we really care about. Attention based models can locate
the regions related to answers, and may demonstrate a promising understanding of image
and question. However, the key components of generating correct location, i.e. visual
semantic alignments and semantic reasoning, are still obscure and invisible. To deal
with this problem, we introduce a two-stage model Visual Textbook Network (VTN),
which is made up by two modules to produce more reasonable answers. Specifically, in
the first stage, a textbook module watches the image carefully by performing a novel task
named sentence reconstruction, which encodes a word to a visual region feature, and then
decodes the visual feature to the input word. This procedure forces VTN to learn visual
semantic alignments without much concerning on question answering. This stage is just
like studying from textbooks where people mainly concentrate on the knowledge in the
book and pay little attention to the test. At the second stage, we propose a simple network
as exam module, which utilizes both the visual features generated by the first module
and the question to predict the answer. To validate the effectiveness of our method, we
conduct evaluations on Visual7W dataset and show the quantitive and qualitative results
on answering questions. We also perform the ablation studies to further confirm the
effectiveness of the individual textbook and exam modules.

1 Introduction
Visual question answering (VQA) in general is to answer questions concerning a specific
image which requires capabilities of visual semantic alignments and semantic reasoning. In
the past few years, several VQA systems have demonstrated promising results on VQA task.
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Figure 1: (a) An general pipeline of most common methods in multiple-choice VQA task.
These methods start to answer the question at the beginning of the model. (b) Basic pipeline
of Visual Textbook Network(VTN). To build a qualified VQA system, VTN first takes triplet
<image, question, choice> as input to the textbook module, where we force module to align
the content of the image and meaning of the text without concerning about VQA test. After
real understanding of the image and the text, exam module utilizes image and text features
from previous module to generate answer.

However, getting a high accuracy does not guarantee a VQA system correctly understands
the content of an image and the meaning of a question which is what we really want. In
addition, many recent works [1, 20, 27] point out the problem that VQA systems easily
overuse the language prior to answer the question without truly understanding of images
and questions. Some works [15, 24] solve this problem by designing powerful attention
mechanisms to firstly focus on regions related to question, then answer it. While a reasonable
final attention region may demonstrate a promising understanding of image and text, it is hard
to prove that VQA system has correctly achieved both targets of visual semantic alignments
and semantic reasoning on both image and text. For example, if a VQA system correctly
attends to an image region that contains ‘kid’, it is possible for three reasons below: 1) the
‘kid’ is mentioned in question (visual semantic alignments); 2) the attribute, such as ‘in a
blue shirt’, is depicted in question (semantic reasoning); 3) VQA system does not know this
is a ‘kid’, but attention to this region just happen to get a high accuracy. We actually expect
that a VQA system can locate an image region only for the first two reasons, rather than
the last one. However, concentrating too much on final accuracy would probably cause that
VQA system keeps away from truly understanding images and texts.

Inspired by the learning process of human, where people firstly acquire knowledge in
book, then practice test skill, our method is designed to firstly focus more on obtaining
knowledge from image-text pair, then practice visual answering skill. To this end, as shown
in Figure 1, we propose a two-stage architecture Visual Textbook Network (VTN) which is
made up by two modules: textbook module and exam module. Specifically, our VTN model
first aligns visual information (image region) and texts (questions and choices) by learning
a novel task, i.e. sentence reconstruction. In such task, the textbook module is designed to
first locate the spatial position of each individual word in the image, and then reconstruct
the word itself with the visual representation at the located position. This task forces VTN
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to make efforts to learn the correspondence between image regions and texts, thus prevents
the model from focusing only on the final answering accuracy. After the textbook module
is trained, it is used to locate key information in the image, and extract local visual features
accordingly, which are later used as input to the following exam module.

The visual feature extracted above mostly locates the image region that is related to one
word. However, to correctly predict the answer, the VQA system needs to locate the region
related to the whole question. To this end, the exam module is designed to perform semantic
reasoning for question answering. To be specific, the exam module maps word-level image
features to sentence-level features through several non-linear operations, and gives answers
based on both image feature and question feature.

We evaluate our architecture on multiple-choice question dataset Visual7W which con-
tains rich natural language annotations: questions and choices of multiple-choice question.
Quantitative and qualitative results demonstrate that our method has promising capabilities
of visual semantic alignments and semantic reasoning. Besides, the visualization of attention
maps validates that our method can make the VQA process more transparent.

2 Related Work
Visual Question Answering. In last few years, a variety of works [3, 5, 9, 16, 24, 26] have
demonstrated promising results on free-form open-ended and multiple-choice visual question
answering task. We approximately classify these works into two branches. First branch of
VQA works [15, 21, 26] concentrates on correctly locating the image region based on ques-
tion. [21] adopts a multimodel framework in which question features and many candidate
image regions features are mapped into a common latent space. Then an image-region se-
lection mechanism will find the proper region. [26] proposes a multi-step attention network
to locate the image regions that are relevant to the answer prediction. [15] presents a hierar-
chical co-attention model that co-attends to both the image and question. Second branch of
VQA works [2, 24, 27] mainly focuses on how to build model to effectively realize semantic
reasoning which requires model to behave differently for different type of questions. [17]
proposes a deep convolutional neural network with a dynamic parameter layer whose param-
eters are determined dynamically based on a given question. Neural Module Networks [3]
decomposes visual question answering model into module components which can dynami-
cally assemble a specific model to simulate a specific reasoning process. [27] views seman-
tic reasoning procedure as verifying if the question tuple which summarizes the content of a
question is depicted in the scene or not. In this paper, we propose a two-stage network that
can first learn to locate the image region, then learn to realize semantic reasoning.

Multi-stage model in Scene Understanding. The second line of works that are very
relevant to VTN is multi-stage model in scene understanding. These methods utilize the
objects information of an image to improve the performance on scene understanding, such
as scene classification [13], image captioning [7]. Many existing models [7, 12] build a two-
stage model to solve scene understanding task. In the first stage, these methods generate
the objects or concepts that one image contains, then utilize these results to achieve their
own tasks on the second stage. Recently, most VQA works [3, 15, 21, 24, 26] also follow a
multi-stage model. Especially for visual question answering on abstract scenes task [23, 27],
to avoid noise in recognizing objects, dataset provides the annotations of objects information
in the image. [23] only focuses on the semantic reasoning on VQA by designing sophisticate
answering model to reason on the scene graph of an image. However, annotations of objects
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may lose some important image appearance information which can not be clearly expressed
by words or concept labels. In our work, similar to abstract scenes VQA, we first parse
the image content, then answer the question. But during two stages, we keep the objects
appearance information.

Image Captioning. Sentence reconstruction task in VTN is similar to image captioning
task, since they both generate words based on content of an image. So, in this paragraph, we
introduce the works on image captioning task. Several pioneering approaches [4, 7, 10, 25]
have made promising results on image captioning task. Many papers on image captioning
have focused on generating every word based on specific image region. [25] proposes a
visual attention model which is able to align words to spatial regions within an image. [11]
adopts a model that can learn the correspondence between short phrases within sentences and
image region. More recently, there are also works that utilize the results of visual question
answering to achieve image captioning task or in opposite way. [14] proposes a model to
choose a set of questions, then predicts answers based on image and caption respectively.
The VQA results are used to rank images and captions. [5] proposes a baseline method that
uses captioning of an image as auxiliary input to VQA model. In addition, similar to ours,
[19] proposes a phrase reconstruction model that builds the correspondence between image
region proposals and phrases to implement visual grounding. In our paper, instead of using
region proposals, we build a sentence reconstruction module based on attention mechanism
in image captioning to extract features related to a natural language sequence.

3 Visual Textbook Network
We now give an overview of the architecture of Visual Textbook Network(VTN). Our model
is designed to solve multiple-choice visual question answering task which inputs <image,
question, choice> triplets, then outputs the matching score of the triplets. The main architec-
ture of our model is illustrated in Figure 2. Our goal is to force VQA system to concentrate
more on parsing the image and make answering procedure more transparent. To achieve this,
VTN is designed to have two stages: first, we propose the textbook module that performs
sentence reconstruction task to pay attention to visual semantic alignments, then the exam
module is implemented to predict the probability that one triplet <image, question, choice>
is correct.

3.1 Textbook Module
The first stage of Visual Textbook Network is to perform visual semantic alignments. In
other words, what we need is aligning every word in sentence to an image region. The text-
book module achieves this capability by implementing a novel task, sentence reconstruction,
which can be seen as a cross-modal autoencoder [6]. The word in sentence is encoded to
a visual feature vector that depicts the context information (region information) of a given
image. Then the visual feature is decoded to reconstruct input word. In this section, we will
introduce the details how the textbook module achieves this task.

VTN splits input triplet <image,question,choice> into two parts, image-question pair and
image-choice pair. Each pair is fed into one textbook module. As illustrated in Figure 2(a).
From now on questions and choices are processed with exactly the same operation, so we use
word ‘sentence’ to represent both question and choice. The textbook module takes a single
image and a sentence as inputs. The words in sentence are encoded to a set of one-hot vectors
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Figure 2: Architecture of Visual Textbook Network (VTN): (a) The framework of VTN. In-
put triplet <image, question, choice> is split into two parts, image-question pair and image-
choice pair. Each pair is fed into textbook module to do sentence reconstruction for learning
visual semantic alignments and extracting attention maps as visual features. Then, the exam
module predicts two final attention maps for two image-sentence pairs and outputs the <im-
age, question, choice> matching score. ◦ denotes vector concatenating. (b) The sentence
reconstruction model at every time step. A one-hot word vector wt is encoded to a visual
feature ct through several layers. Then a fully connected layer decodes the visual feature to
a word ŵt .

w1, ...,wT , where T denotes the number of words in sentence. We use a convolutional neural
network to extract a set of convolution layer feature vectors a1, ...,aL as image part features,
where L is the number of image parts. Then the module starts to reconstruct sentence vectors
ŵ1, .., ŵT given image part vectors and word vectors.

A long short-term memory (LSTM) network is used to reconstruct the entire word se-
quence. At every time step of LSTM, the module reconstructs one word by given the previous
hidden state ht−1 and the current input word wt . Figure 2(b) illustrates the reconstruction
procedure at every time step of LSTM in detail. This can be formulated as

ŵt = argmax
w∈V

p(w|wt ,ht−1;θ) (1)

with parameters θ and vocabulary of words V.
To reconstruct a word, similar to the auto-encoder framework, the word is encoded to

a context vector ct which is the representation of an image region. The context vector
is calculated as a weighted arithmetic mean of the ai, ct = ∑

L
i=1 αt,iai, where αt,i is the

weight and ∑
L
i=1 αt,i = 1. The context weight vector αt = (αt,1, ...,αt,L) is a linear projec-

tion of hidden activation of LSTM ht followed by ReLU non-linearity and softmax layer.
And we abbreviate the computation of hidden activation of LSTM at every time step as
ht = LSTM(wt, [ht−1,ct−1]), where [, ] denotes concatenating two vectors, wt is the input of
LSTM and [ht−1,ct−1] is the previous hidden state that inputs to LSTM.

Once obtaining the representation of an image region, the context vector ct is decoded
to a word ŵt . To let decoder have the capability of putting emphasis on language model,
decoder predicts word also based on the hidden state at last time step ht−1, since some
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words, such as ‘is’, ‘and’, are difficult to reconstruct based on an image. The decoder is
formulated as

hw = tanh(Whht−1 +Wcct) (2)
ŵt = softmax(hwWw) (3)

where Wh,Wc are the weight matrices, which project ht−1 and ct to the same dimension and
Ww is also the weight matrix.

Now we have defined the model to reconstruct a sentence based on an image. The cross
entropy loss ls for reconstructing the sentence is used to train the textbook module. To
use the knowledge learned in the textbook module for VQA, we output the set of context
weight vectors α1, ...,αT , which contain visual semantic alignments information, to the exam
module. And since image-question pair and image-choice pair are fed into two textbook
modules respectively, there are two sets of context weight vectors input to following module.
In addition, though the modules processing image-question pair and image-choice pair are
the same, the parameters are not shared.

3.2 Exam Module
After acquiring the correspondence between words in sentence and image regions, to cor-
rectly predict the answer, VTN has to locate the region related to the whole question and the
choice. Therefore, the purpose of the exam module is to map word-level image features to
sentence-level features and to predict the matching score of input triplet. Figure 2(a) shows
the architecture of the exam module.

More concretely, the inputs to the exam model are two sets of context weight vectors, one
input question and one choice. For simplicity, the operations below to process the question
and the choice are exactly same, thus we take processing question for example. The exam
module first takes a question and context weight vectors from the textbook module for image-
question pair as inputs. Words in the question are encoded into one-hot vectors and passed
through an embedding layer. Then an LSTM is used to extract the feature of the question hq
which is the hidden activation of the final time step.

A simple method is proposed to compute attention vector of the image γq that is related
to entire sentence. γq is calculated as a weighted arithmetic mean of α1, ...,αT :

β = softmax(ReLU(Wbhq)) (4)

γq =
T

∑
t=1

βtαt (5)

where Wb is weight matrix and β = (β1, ..,βT ) are the weights of arithmetic mean which
are generated according to sentence feature hq. And the context vector of whole sentence
is computed as cq = ∑

L
i=1 γq,iai. Then we concatenate two vectors zq = [cq,hq] to jointly

represent the feature of image and question.
Now we implement above operations on both image-question pair and image-choice pair,

and get two joint representation vectors, zq for image and question, zc for image and choice.
Finally, the exam module will generate the matching score of <image, question, choice>
triplet by calculating the element-wise product of zq and zc followed by a fully connected
layer. Similar to textbook module, the parameters above are not shared between question
and choice. When training and testing VTN, we simultaneously calculate several scores
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of <image, question, choice> triplets which share the same image-question and only one
choice is labelled as correct answer. Then we calculate the softmax cross entropy loss of
output scores to train the model.

3.3 Training
We train our model to minimize combination of three cross-entropy loss lq, lm, la, where lq is
the cross-entropy loss for reconstructing questions, lm is the loss for reconstructing choices,
la is the loss for output answers. For lm, we only calculate the loss for reconstructions of
right choices, others will be set to zero. The total loss l can be expressed as:

l = la +λ (lq + lm) (6)

where λ is a hyper parameter that balances the relative weights of the textbook module and
the exam module.

4 Experiment

4.1 Datasets & Experiment Setup
We evaluate our method on the Visual7W dataset [28]. A question in Visual7W is one of
seven types, who, what, when, where, why, how and which. Visual7W dataset contains two
parts, telling task which involves 6W questions, and pointing task which only involves which
questions. In this paper, we evaluate the models on telling task which contains 69,817 train-
ing QA pairs, 28,020 validation QA pairs, 42,031 test QA pairs and totally 47,300 MSCOCO
images. Each QA pair contains a question, an image and four natural language multiple
choices of which only one choice is correct. We choose to evaluate models on Visual7W
dataset for the reason that Visual7W’s multiple choices contain rich natural language infor-
mation that can effectively train the textbook module.

Our model is developed by Tensorflow. We use VGG-19 [22] to extract the feature of an
image. The 14×14×512 feature map of conv5 layer before max pooling is used to represent
a1, ...,aL, where L= 14×14. We use Glove [18] as our word embedding layer, and the words
are encoded into a 300-dimensional feature vector. We do not finetune both CNN and word
embedding layer. We have empirically tested the influence of hyper parameter λ by setting
its value to the range [0.1,10], and found that our model yields relatively stable accuracy.
Here we report the result by setting λ = 1 in loss function.

The network is trained using RMSprop optimizer with learning rate of 5e−5, momentum
0.3 and weight decay 5e−5. We apply dropout after the LSTM layers and fully connected
layers in the textbook module with dropout rate 0.5. We train for up to 50 epochs with batch
size 100 and use early stopping if the validation accuracy does not improve in the last 5
epochs.

4.2 Ablation study
In order to validate the effectiveness of Visual Textbook Network, we are going to answer
following questions: 1) Is the reconstruction of sentence effective in visual semantic align-
ments? 2) Is firstly parsing the image content and the text helpful in VQA? 3) Whether exam
module can attend to the image region related to the whole sentence?
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hats lights

What are the people doing? How is the plane?

What shines brightly in the sky? What is the color of train? Who is in the picture?

Figure 3: Top: attention maps to reconstruct one word in the textbook module for multiple
choices on Visual7W. Middle: attention maps to reconstruct one word in the textbook module
for questions. Bottom: attention maps for whole questions which are also used to generate
answer.

Question: What color shirt is the man wearing?

Choices: black, silver, white, gold VTN: black GT: black

Figure 4: Attention maps for one sample. Top: The first seven attention maps are generated
when reconstructing question. The last one attention map is the result of semantic reasoning
on whole question. Bottom: Attention maps when generating four choices.
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Method What Who Where When Why How Overall
LSTM-Atten 50.7 63.6 64.1 75.7 57.0 49.7 55.6
Q-Textbook 53.2 64.7 66.3 76.9 58.4 50.5 57.5
M-Textbook 55.2 66.1 67.2 76.9 59.5 52.6 59.2
Mean-Exam 56.5 66.8 68.0 77.2 59.5 53.3 60.1
Full-VTN 58.6 68.3 69.7 78.2 59.3 54.2 61.7

Table 1: Test accuracy(%) of different models for ablation study. Models are trained on the
Visual7W train split and tested on test split.

Method What Who Where When Why How Overall
FRITZ ET AL.[16] 48.9 58.1 54.4 71.3 51.3 50.3 52.1
ZHU ET AL.[28] 51.5 59.5 57.0 75.0 55.5 49.8 55.6
LSTM(Q,A,I’)-ATTENTION[20] 59.7 59.7 61.0 74.2 52.8 52.2 54.8
LSTM(Q,A,I)-CONTEXT[20] 61.0 69.5 71.4 81.5 62.7 56.2 63.9
MCB[8] 60.3 69.2 70.4 79.5 58.2 51.1 62.2
VTN 58.6 68.3 69.7 78.2 59.3 54.2 61.7

Table 2: Test accuracy(%) on multiple-choice Visual7W dataset.

In this section, we ablate certain component of our model, or replace it with other alter-
native component in previous work. These models are as follows:

LSTM-Atten: Instead of using the textbook module to locate image region, we use LSTM
model with spatial attention which is similar to work [28].

Q-Textbook: We only apply the textbook module on question image pair. We use LSTM
model to encode multiple choices and there is no attention on multiple choices.

M-Textbook: We only apply the textbook module on multiple choices image pairs. We
use LSTM model to encode question and there is no attention on question.

Mean-Exam: The textbook module will generate a set of attention regions. Instead of
using the exam module to reason on these attention regions, Mean-Exam model calculates
the mean of attention region features.

Full-VTN: The full Visual Textbook Network introduced in this paper.
Table 1 shows the results of these ablations and full model on Visual7W test set. A

comparison of our model with other models is shown in Table 2. The results of comparison
methods come from the original literatures.

Effectiveness of the textbook module: From the comparison in Table 1, it is clear that
the models contain textbook module (last 4 rows) outperform the model without such module
(LSTM-Atten), confirming the effectiveness of the textbook module. Moreover, the top and
middle lines in Figure 3 show that textbook module can correctly focus on the image region
for a given word. The above results indicate that the sentence reconstruction task can learn
the alignments between image regions and words.

Effectiveness of the exam module: The results of Mean-Exam and Full-VTN show that
implementing more sophisticated semantic reasoning model will gain more improvement.
Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the attention maps that exam model reasons on a set of attention
regions based on a sentence. Qualitative results show that exam model can locate the most
likely region related to the whole sentence.

Effectiveness of attention on candidate choices and questions: The performance of Q-
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Textbook and M-Textbook in Table 1 may show that VTN utilizes the information of multiple
choices more efficiently. The declarative sentences in multiple choices are more related to
an image, while utilizing the questions information needs more semantic reasoning.

Table 2 shows that the accuracy of our model is comparable with the state of the arts.
Besides, compared to the state of the arts, our method is easier to concentrate on parsing the
image and makes the VQA process more transparent, as shown in Figure 4.

5 Conclusions

To solve the problem that most VQA systems generate answer without truly understanding
image, we propose a two-stage model Visual Textbook Network(VTN) that first concentrates
on performing visual semantic alignments and then pays attention to answering. To imple-
ment visual semantic alignments, we define a novel task named sentence reconstruction to
learn it. Moving forward, we are going to design more sophisticated textbook module and
exam module to improving the accuracy.
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